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Windows VPS serverWindows VPS servers are the ideal solution for remote work, primarily designed for business purposes
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VPS Hosting
VPS Windows


Windows VPS servers are an ideal solution for remote work, designed for business purposes such as applications, databases, mail servers, or test environments, as well as critical ERP systems run in the NETCLOUD24 computing cloud.
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Billing Cycle





Monthly



Save 
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Monthly
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VPS 1











Save 

%





$49.99  USD


Monthly








Procesor: 8 vCPU, Intel Xeon Gold
RAM: 8 GB ECC DDR4
SSD: 100 GiB NVME

System operacyjny: Windows 2019 Server

Ilość pracowników (CAL): 5









Order Now

Unavailable




























VPS 2











Save 

%





$79.99  USD


Monthly








Procesor: 8 vCPU, Intel Xeon Gold
RAM: 16 GB ECC DDR4
SSD: 200 GiB NVME

System operacyjny:: Windows 2019

Ilość pracowników (CAL): 10









Order Now

Unavailable




























VPS 3











Save 

%





$106.80  USD


Monthly








Procesor: 8 vCPU, Intel Xeon Gold
RAM: 24 GB ECC DDR4
SSD: 300 GiB NVME

System operacyjny:: Windows 2019

Ilość pracowników (CAL): 30









Order Now

Unavailable




























VPS 4











Save 

%





$132.99  USD


Monthly








Procesor: 12 vCPU, Intel Xeon Gold
RAM: 32 GB ECC DDR4
SSD: 480 GiB NVME

System operacyjny:: Windows 2019

Ilość pracowników (CAL): 50









Order Now

Unavailable















































Backups


With the VPS server, we offer options for automated backups, allowing you to store data for up to 7 days in the past. Secure your data by storing it in an external space, operating in a different data center.

















Dedicated environment


Our comprehensive environment has been carefully configured to provide full support for various accounting systems, such as Comarch, Symfonia, and many others. As a result, our platform ensures smooth integration with diverse accounting tools, enabling efficient work and optimized financial data management.
















VPN 


For each Windows VPS server, we provide full functionality for setting up VPN access. Our solution not only includes straightforward configuration but also powerful features of an integrated router and firewall. This provides users with flexibility and security in accessing their server.

















Dedicated technical support


You don't need to be a server expert to benefit from our services. Our dedicated support is designed for user-friendly operation for everyone. Our experienced specialists are ready to assist you in setting up your server, adjusting settings, and optimizing the network. Regardless of your experience, you can rely on us so that you can focus on tasks important to you, and we will take care of the rest – efficiently and effectively.



























Cloud flexibility
Cloud resources on our platform are.

always adjusted to current needs. This allows you to flexibly shape the infrastructure according to the requirements that arise at any given moment. This means that in our cloud, you can freely scale resources, adapting them to the current situation and providing optimal support for your activities. 
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Windows VPS Server
Ready to work in 5 minutes from ordering.

You don't have to go through a long and often complicated configuration of the Windows VPS server. Our environment is already set up and ready to use – just add your employees.
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Latest technological solutions
Integrated in the cloud.




















 


NVMe for professional use


Disks for Windows VPS servers are dedicated solutions for professional applications in Data Centers and Enterprises. They provide the highest performance thanks to the SAS 3.0 interface, very high IOPS, and minimal access time. The MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) indicator of SSD components exceeds 2 million hours, ensuring reliability even under heavy load. Choose our solutions for data storage with unquestionable performance.
























 


Resource redundancy


Thanks to the high-availability (HA) environment, we eliminate the risk of data loss due to a failure of a single physical server or an unexpected downtime related to a component failure. Each VPS virtual machine is ready for immediate migration to another virtualization host in case of hardware failure of the main physical server. We provide full redundancy of resources necessary for the uninterrupted operation of the Windows VPS server.





















 


CPU


Our VPS servers are based on the latest Intel Xeon Scalable platform, equipped with Intel Xeon Gold processors and ECC RDIMM DDR4 RAM. This not only ensures cutting-edge solutions but also guarantees stability and high performance for your needs.





















 


Firewall VPN


For each VPS virtual server, we offer the possibility to configure VPN access with Firewall and UTM options, utilizing Software Defined Networking (SDN) based software routers. This ensures not only flexibility but also effective protection for your infrastructure against network threats.























 


Compliance with regulations


With our cloud platform, you meet the highest standards for processing and storing data, including GDPR requirements, KRI standards, recommendations of the Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF), and industry regulations related to the medical sector. This ensures that your data is secured in accordance with applicable laws and industry standards.























 


Comprehensive support


As part of our private cloud, we offer 24/7 technical support, regardless of the administration scope you choose. Our assistance also covers network configuration and environment change design. This ensures comprehensive support tailored to your needs in every aspect of using our services.



























24/7 Technical Support
Do you have any questions about our services?

Ask us. Click the button and fill out a simple form. You can also schedule a free consultation with a Netcloud24 expert.
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Frequently asked questions





How long does the activation of a Windows VPS server take?

















 





A Windows VPS server is a fast and efficient solution that becomes available in just 5 minutes from the moment of payment confirmation. Upon placing the order, you will receive a complete set of access information from us, enabling immediate login to your new VPS server.
Our platform not only ensures rapid deployment but also offers flexibility in customizing the server to meet your unique needs. For Windows VPS servers, we provide comprehensive technical support and an intuitive management interface for easy configuration and resource monitoring.
With this modern infrastructure, you have full control over the working environment, and our technical support team is ready to assist you in both network configuration and the development of your project. Deploy new solutions with a reliable Windows VPS server that delivers performance and security, meeting your expectations."










Does the Windows VPS server have guaranteed backup?

















 





Our offer gives you the opportunity to purchase a server without included backups, allowing you to manage them independently according to your own needs.
Additionally, we provide the option to purchase backups that are systematically performed by us and stored in a different data center. Why is it worth considering this solution? Because it provides an additional layer of security.
In the event of a failure or data loss in one data center, using a backup stored elsewhere allows for a quick restoration of server functionality. This functions as an additional safeguard, increasing the reliability of your infrastructure.










What operating system is available in the offer?

















 





 In our offer, there are two modern versions of operating systems available: Windows 2019 and Windows 2022 Server, providing the latest features and performance.
The choice between them depends on your individual preferences and needs.
It's worth noting that we do not provide older versions of operating systems for several important reasons.
Firstly, older versions may be more susceptible to various security threats, increasing the risk of attacks such as ransomware. We prioritize the security of our clients, which is why we offer only the latest and most secure versions of operating systems.
Additionally, by employing the latest technologies, we not only ensure protection against threats but also enable the use of the latest features and enhancements.
Current operating systems allow for efficient resource management, increasing performance and facilitating integration with modern technological solutions. By offering only the latest versions of operating systems, we aim to provide our clients with comprehensive support, security, and the ability to leverage the latest technological advancements.










Is managing a Windows VPS server complicated?

















 





Windows Server resembles a regular Windows system, making it user-friendly and intuitive, especially for those already familiar with Windows. However, it's important to note that this operating system was specifically designed for server management, meaning it has features optimized for server needs.
For those starting their journey with servers, it's noteworthy that most Windows Server functions can be handled using a mouse, eliminating the need for knowledge of complex commands, as is the case with a Linux VPS. Nevertheless, to customize the server to your requirements and efficiently manage a Windows VPS, some basic technical knowledge may be needed at certain stages. However, it's worthwhile to invest some time in learning to effectively manage your server..










Are Windows VPS servers secure?

















 





our Windows VPS servers are not just servers located in a secure data center in the heart of the European Union. They also represent innovative security solutions that set our offering apart from the competition.
Built-in security mechanisms, such as advanced file system protections, are just a part of our robust data protection. What sets us apart? A unique permission management system that acts as a shield, safeguarding your data at every step.
Additionally, our Windows VPS infrastructure has advanced measures against DDoS attacks, ensuring not only stability but also peace of mind in the face of potential threats. Choose our offering to experience security at a new level.
And we don't just listen to our customers; for you and based on your feedback, the cloud has been redesigned specifically to meet your needs.
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Data Operator and Data Administrator: NWMA LTD (spółka z.o.o).
ul. Mickiewicza 13, 32-545 Karniowice, Poland,
NIP: 6282281064, KRS: 0000862990.
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In accordance with the 2006/112/CE Directive, modified on 01/01/2015, prices exclude VAT. VAT may vary according to the customer's country of residence.
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